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1. Middle voice systems in the 
languages of the world



A middle marker (MM) is a construction with the following features:
• it occurs with bivalent (or more) verbs to encode one or more of the following 

valency changing operations: passive, antipassive, anticausative, reflexive, 
reciprocal; à OPPOSITIONAL MIDDLES

• the same construction is also associated with monovalent verbs that cannot 
occur without MM; à NON-OPPOSITIONAL MIDDLES

• the valency operations in (i) and the verbs in (ii) do not entirely overlap 
semantically.  

à the combination of oppositional and non-oppositional middles is a middle 
voice system (MVS)
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Defining middle markers 



• Oppositional:
• colpirsi ‘hit oneself, each other’ < colpire ‘hit’ [reflexive, reciprocal]
• sciogliersi ‘melt (intr.)’ < sciogliere ‘melt’ [anticausative]
• si vendono molte case ‘many houses are sold’ < vendere ‘sell’ [passive]
• si balla ‘one dances’ < ballare ‘dance’ [impersonal]

• Non-oppositional:
arrabbiarsi ‘get angry’, accorgersi ‘realize’, inginocchiarsi ‘kneel down’, fidarsi 
‘trust’, pentirsi ‘repent’
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An example: Italian ‘reflexive’ si as a middle marker
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2. MMs and lexical restrictions: an 
overview



• Lexical restrictions operate on MMs in different ways for different 
middle verbs (cf. Van Lier & Messerschmidt forthc.):

A.Oppositional middles à lexical restrictions on valency 
changing functions

B.Non-oppositional middles à MM is lexically stored
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Lexical restrictions on MMs



• Valency changing functions of MMs comply with the constraints 
typical of constructions expressing these functions more generally:

v Anticausative MMs: MMs cannot have anticausative function 
with verbs that:

• feature agent-oriented meaning components (Haspelmath 1987: 
12), i.e. those verbs that lexicalize the manner component 
(Haspelmath 1993: 94; Levin & Rappaport Hovav 2005: 11; 
Rappaport Hovav & Levin 2010)

• lexicalize a specified causer (Koontz-Garboden 2009: 80-86).
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Lexical restrictions on oppositional middles



With these verbs, middle marking is obligatory and an unmarked counterpart 
does not exist :

• Non-oppositional middles: “cannot be segmented into two meaning
components, and the root and the valency-changing morphology
are lexicalized together” (Haspelmath & Müller-Bardey 2004:
1139)

• Non-oppositional middles are “lexicalized, i.e., not fully predictable
semantic interpretations of verb-construction pairings” (Van Lier &
Messerchmidt forthc.)
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Lexical restrictions on non-oppositional middles



Spontaneous events
(Non)-translational motion

Body process
Emotion

Natural reciprocal
Change in body posture

Speech
Grooming

Body action
Cognition
Perception
Emission
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Non-oppositional middles as lexicalization?
Kemmer (1993): non-oppositional middles cross-linguistically occur with 
specific semantic classes of verbs (or ‘situation types’)

Cross-linguistic 
identification and 

comparison of these 
classes is 

problematic



• Natural reciprocals in Ancient Indo-European languages

oAncient Greek polemiz-ō ‘fight.ACT’ vs. makho-mai ‘fight.MID’
oLatin: contend-o ‘fight.ACT’ vs. proeli-or ‘fight.MID’ vs.
oHittite hulhuliya-zi ‘fight.ACT’ vs. zahhiya-tta(ri) ‘fight.MID’ 

Lexical semantics does not explain everything
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3. Non-oppositional middle verbs 
and lexical restrictions in diachrony



• ‘‘Whenever a linguistic form falls outside the productive rules of 
grammar it becomes lexicalized’’ (Anttila 1989 [1972]:151).

Only one scenario for the emergence of non-oppositional middles:
1) loss of compositionality of the [V-MM] construction
2) conventionalization of individual [V-MM] constructions as lexical

items
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Non-oppositional middles as lexicalization?

Brinton & Traugott 2005



Historical data provide evidence that the media tantum [non-
oppositional] develop after both the direct reflexive and the
anticausative reading in languages that encode the middle function
by reflexive verbs (…). I therefore, assume that the existence of
media tantum in middle marking languages is a consequence of a
reinterpretation of the device which derives the differential readings
(…). Once the device that derives middle stems is established in the
verbal system the function of middle morphology is generalized to
marking semantic verb classes with properties similar to that of the
differential readings.” (Kaufmann 2007: 1688)
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Oppositional > non-oppositional?



Oppositional > non-oppositional middles

OPPOSITIONAL NON-OPPOSITIONAL

REFLEXIVE MARKERS
e.g. the development in Romance,
Germanic, and Slavic, Nilo-Saharan
middle (e.g. Kemmer 1993, Puddu 2005),
Halkomelem (Gerdts & Hukari 2006), Na-
Dene languages (Thompson 1996),
Dogon (Culy & Fagan 2001), Tibeto-
Burman (LaPolla 1996), Pama-Nyungan
(Tsunoda 2006), Arawak (Brandão
2014)…

This process has been mostly investigated with respect to reflexive markers,
but in principle underlies also markers originating in other voice functions
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Reflexive > non-oppositional (de Benito Moreno forthc.): 

• lexicalization (and loss) (cf. also Kulikov 2009)
i. Latin quassare ‘shake, break’ > Lat. vulg. quassiare
ii. Old Spanish quejar ‘afflict (tr.)’ vs. quejarse ‘be afflicted, feel pain’
iii. Spanish quejarse ‘complain’

• analogical extension, possibly via a phase of optional marking, e.g.
Spanish reír(se) ‘laugh’ gets MM based on alegrar(se) ‘rejoice’

Emergence of non-oppositional middles
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de Benito Moreno forthc.



Non-oppositional > oppositional?
“Some middle markers develop functions that enter the realm of syntax and
thus come to serve a syntactic function where the valency of the verb is
increased or decreased.” (Palancar 2004: 55)

Yurakaré MM -tA (Van Gijn 2006, 2010)

a. Oppositional middle

sisë ‘touch’ à sisë-të ‘touch oneself’

b. Non-oppositional middle

dëjta ‘swallow’, dyojloto ‘be angry’

c. du-che ‘light fire’ à du-ta ‘catch fire’

Source: sound imitating ideophone + ta ‘say’

Stage 1: construction [ideophone + ta] creates
intransitive verbs, including spontaneous events

Stage 2: the intransitive [IDEO-ta] construction is
paired with a causative [IDEO-che] construction, from 

this other valency operations arise (passive, reflexive)
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• Hittite (Indo-European; Luraghi 2012, Inglese 2020): middle inflection in origin
limited to non-oppositional verbs denoting spontaneous events;

• Otomi (Otomanguean; Palancar 2004): N-prefix in origin a clitic that
characterized the inflection of a subset of intransitive verbs;

• Toba (Guaykuruan; Messineo 2002, Zurlo 2016): Series II prefixes in origin
used only for verbs with non-Agent-like subjects;

• Kryz (Nakh-Daghestan; Authier 2012): suffix -aR- in origin used to form
intransitive deverbal nouns, which, when serving as predicates, created a new
class of intransitive verbs

Other possible cases
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35%

34%

31%

Voice constructions Non-voice constructions Unknown

How frequent is the NOPP > OPP change?
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Data
sample of 130 middle
marking languages (and
150 MMs; Inglese forthc.),
genetically diverse: 51
different language families
(plus 12 isolates)



MMs may also be (productively) involved in word-formation processes: 

a. Latin (Indo-European; Xu et al. 2007: 138)
ancill-a ‘handmaid’ à ancill-or ‘to act like a handmaid’

b. South East Huastec (Mayan; Kondik 2011: 129)
akal ‘night’ à akl-an ‘get dark’ 

c. Hamar (Afro-Asiatic, Omotic; Petrollino 2016: 150)
líkka ‘small’ à likk-im- ‘become small’

d. Seereer (Niger-Congo; Faye & Mous 2006: 99)
o tag ‘courtesan’ à dag-oox ‘behave as a courtesan’

Lexicalization vs. productivity
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Non-oppositional
middles are not
necessarily
unproductive!



• If non-oppositional middles are the idiosyncratic by-product of lexicalization, 
one could expect that they get eliminated over time. Data from Indo-European 
does not entirely support this idea:

• Proto-Indo-European must be reconstructed as having a class of non-
oppositional middle verbs (cf. Meiser 2010)

i. Retraction: Hittite (Inglese 2020) and Greek (Stamatiou 2017)
ii. Loss: Old Irish (Cowgill 1983) 
iii. Increase: Late Latin denominal verbs (Flobert 1975)
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Non-oppositional middles and stability
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Conclusions



a. Non-oppositional middles are a recurrent cross-linguistic component of 
MVSs, and they pattern into specific semantic classes; 

b. they represent a lexically determined distribution of middle marking;
c. historical evidence shows that non-oppositional middles are not simply the 

result of lexicalization of originally productive valency-related functions, but 
are the result of a number of processes

d. irrespective of their origin, non-oppositional middles, in spite of their lexical 
distribution, may enter productive word formation patterns

e. despite being lexically restricted, non-oppositional middles are not 
necessarily eliminated in the course of time, but may show a long-standing 
stability
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Conclusions

Thank you for your attention!


